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Abstract. This is a tutorial paper on the traffic grooming optimization in mesh Wave-

length Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks for static traffic patterns. The traffic

grooming technique provides a two-layer traffic engineering capability by aggregating

and routing low-bandwidth traffic flows from the upper layer over re-configurable high-

bandwidth connections in the lower layer. This paper demonstrates how to use the La-

grangian Relaxation and Subgradient Methods (LRSM) to solve the optimization problem

over a mesh WDM network where no wavelength converters are used, i.e., a lightpath must

use the same wavelength from its source to destination. The framework makes use of a

constrained Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation. The outputs of our optimiza-

tion include the selection of profitable traffic flows, the routing schemes for the selected

traffic flows over lightpaths, the selection of lightpaths, and the Routing and Wavelength

Assignment (RWA) schemes for the selected lightpaths. Some interesting observations are

noted.
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1 Introduction

We study the static traffic grooming problem in mesh WDM networks. It
is a joint two-layer traffic engineering problem: the selection and routing
of lightpaths over fibres, and the selection and routing of traffic flows over
lightpaths. General surveys of the optimization models and methods can be
found in [1 - 4]. Static traffic grooming in mesh networks is challenging and
is reported in only a few publications [5 - 13]. The lightpath RWA problem
was neglected in [7, 8, 10]. Heuristic algorithms were proposed in [6, 11 - 13].
In [5], a decomposition method was given with the objective of minimizing
the total number of transponders, but it is unclear how the decomposition
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method applies to other optimization objectives, or how the solutions of the
sub-problems should be coordinated.

We assume no wavelength conversion is used, so a lightpath must take the
same wavelength from its source to destination without wavelength conver-
sion. This constraint is known as the wavelength continuity constraint. Some
existing approaches do not consider the lightpath RWA problem by assum-
ing the virtual topology is given [7, 8, 10]. In the approaches that consider
the lightpath RWA, so far only heuristic algorithms [6, 11, 12] can handle
the additional complexity that arises from the wavelength continuity con-
straint. Others relax this constraint by assuming full wavelength conversion
is available at all nodes [5, 9].

The selection of profitable traffic flows is untouched for the static traffic
grooming problem. Assuming that all the traffic flows should be accepted,
most previous studies aim at minimizing costs [1, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13]. A few
previous studies deal with throughput or revenue maximization [6, 15]. In
the throughput maximization, the traffic flows are prioritized based on their
efficiency of resource utilization. The revenue maximization is a variation of
the throughput maximization, where the revenue was modelled as a weighted
throughput in [6]. In the throughput or revenue maximization, it is unknown
whether providing service to a traffic flow is profitable or not, because the
cost is not modelled. The throughput maximization and the resource mini-
mization are modelled as two competing objectives, and use a multi-objective
optimization technique [9] or heuristic algorithms [11, 12] to solve the prob-
lem. However, the relationship of these two objectives to the profit was not
revealed. Different from the previous studies, the cost minimization and
throughput maximization are incorporated into our grooming optimization.

Among many mathematical approaches that can be applied to the traffic
grooming optimization problem, Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) has advantages
over the existing three types of methods: exact ILP solution, heuristic algo-
rithms, and approximation by bounds. LR is a computationally efficient
approach with substantial proven mathematical background [19], and can be
applied to problems with various constraints. Moreover, unlike most of the
other methods, if there is only a small change in the network configuration or
the traffic demand, the re-computation time of LR can be dramatically short-
ened by reusing the previously obtained Lagrange multipliers [10]. The Dual
Problem (DP) is formed after the properly selected constraints are relaxed,
and the optimal solution to DP constitutes a bound to the original problem.
The performance of the final solution to the original problem can thus be
evaluated by comparing with this bound. The DP is sovled by the subgradi-
ent method, which iteratively makes the bound closer to the optimum. This
method has been formally proven to converge geometrically and it has been
widely used in practical applications with a satisfactory convergence speed
[19].

In our previous research, we successfully applied LR and subgradient
framework on the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) problem [20].
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The RWA problem was relaxed to a DP. Then, the DP was separated into
subproblems, each corresponding to one lightpath. The subproblems can
easily be solved optimally using the shortest path algorithm on a wavelength
graph [20]. The computational complexity of the overall algorithm is com-
pared with other solution methods. Superior performance of optimality and
speed was observed.

The traffic grooming problem can also be formulated as a constrained ILP
problem [5 - 13]. The exact ILP solution performs exhaustive search among
all possible traffic selection combinations and all possible RWA schemes. Al-
though it provides an optimal solution, it suffers from very high computa-
tional complexity. Even for a ring network, the static traffic grooming prob-
lem is Non-Polynomial (NP) complete [16]. The traffic grooming problem
in a mesh network is NP-complete, since the RWA problem in a mesh net-
work is NP-complete [6]. For practical scale networks, an ILP solver software
(such as CPLEX) cannot solve this problem. For example, in [6], even for a
small network consisting of 6 nodes and 8 links, CPLEX could not compute
the optimal solution within a reasonable time, and the computation was ter-
minated before reaching the optimal solution. Although the approximation
by bounds is effective for some special topologies such as ring, no bound is
known for arbitrary topologies. So far, for practical scale mesh networks,
only heuristics were used to solve the ILP problem [5, 6, 11, 12, 13]. Heuris-
tic algorithms yield reasonable solutions by just performing intelligent local
search. However, their performance varies depending on network properties
and traffic patterns. Their effectiveness is difficult to quantify, because the
real optimal solution is unknown. In [17], the CPLEX computation was ter-
minated after 48 hours, and the approximate results are used as a benchmark
to compare with the results of heuristic algorithms. By applying the LR and
subgradient methods to this problem, we can achieve a feasible solution for
practical scale mesh networks (e.g., 13 nodes, 19 links, 32 wavelengths, and
1104 traffic flows). In addition, our approach obtains a performance bound
to evaluate the optimality of a solution. In this paper, we will give an exam-
ple of the application of our LR and subgradient methods in a mesh network
without wavelength conversion.

In this tutorial paper, we shall discuss the use of the LRSM to the traffic
grooming optimization problem, which is more complicated than the RWA
problem. We explain how to apply the LRSM to solve the grooming prob-
lem. In particular, we extend our previous study on the traffic grooming
problem for SONET-over-WDM networks [14] by forbidding the use of wave-
length converters in the mesh WDM networks and then providing a modified
optimization model where profit is modelled as the difference between the
revenue generated by accepted traffic flows and the cost of used resources.
In this way, our model can identify the profitable traffic flows and examine
the impact of cost parameters on the grooming objective. We can achieve
a feasible solution for practical scale mesh networks such as the example of
13 nodes, 19 links, 32 wavelengths, and 1104 traffic flows. In summary, our
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paper demonstrates:

• The LRSM approach to formulate the grooming optimization problem
in mesh WDM networks;

• The different behaviours of traffic flows with various bandwidths as the
grooming cost in the electrical layer increases;

• The effectiveness of the LRSM through an example.

Our tutorial paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the grooming
optimization problem is formulated. A solution to the model is proposed
based on the LR and subgradient methods in Section 3. The numeric results
are presented in Section 4, followed by the conclusions in Section 5. For the
remainder of the paper, the following notations and variables pertain.

A the total number of potential lightpaths to be set up;
C a lightpath’s bandwidth;
dijc the cost of wijc;
Dsdn the routing cost for lightpath ssdn;
Epqz the electrical domain traffic grooming cost for χpqz;
Gpqz the bandwidth requirement of χpqz;
nij the number of Wavelength Channels(WCs) on the link between

node pair (i, j);
N the number of nodes;
Nsd the maximum number of lightpaths between node pair (s, d);
Ppqz the revenue coefficient for accepting the traffic flow χpqz, mea-

sured by the service charge per bandwidth unit;
q the dual function;
qU an approximation to the optimal dual value;
q(h) the value of the dual function q at the hth iteration;
rd the cost of a receiver at node d ;
Rd the number of receivers at destination node d;
ssdn the nth lightpath between the node pair (s, d);
ts the cost of a transmitter at node s;
Ts the number of transmitters at source node s;
Vpqz the coefficient for the traffic grooming cost;
wijc the cth WC between node pair (i, j);
W the WC count on a fibre;
Z the number of traffic flows;
Zpq the maximum number of traffic flows between the node pair

(p, q);
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α the lightpath setup status, where α = (αsdn) for all lightpaths
ssdn;

αsdn the setup status of ssdn, which equals one when ssdn is set up;
otherwise zero;

β(h) the step size for the (h + 1)th iteration;
γpqz the admission status of χpqz, which equals one if χpqz is deter-

mined to be profitable and therefore accepted; otherwise zero;
γ the traffic flow admission status, where γ = (γpqz) for all traffic

flows χpqz;
δ the lightpath RWA scheme, where δ =

(
δsdn
ijc

)
for all lightpaths

ssdn and all WCs wijc;
δsdn
ijc the usage of the WC wijc by ssdn, which equals one when ssdn

travels through wijc; otherwise zero;
η the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the transmitter

quantity constraint;
θ the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the lightpath band-

width constraint;
υ the traffic flow routing scheme, where υ = (υpqz

sdn) for all traffic
flows χpqz and all lightpaths ssdn;

υpqz
sdn the routing status of χpqz over lightpath ssdn, which equals one

when χpqz is routed through the lightpath ssdn; otherwise zero;
ξ the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the WC exclusive

usage constraint;
(ξ, η, θ)(h) the value of vectors (ξ, η, θ) obtained in the hth iteration;
χpqz the zth traffic flow between the node pair (p, q).

2 The Grooming Optimization Problem

2.1 Network model and assumptions

We consider a general WDM mesh network of N nodes interconnected by
E fibers. Each fiber has W non-interfering Wavelength Channels (WCs).
Two nodes can be logically connected through a lightpath (optical channels)
defined to be of a concatenated sequence of WCs of the same wavelength
color. Since there could be multiple lightpath demands between any source-
destination pair, we allow more than one lightpath being set up between
them. For simplicity, we use multiples of the equivalent bandwidth (51.84
Mbps) of a Synchronous Transport Signal of the level-1 (STS-1) channel as
the bandwidth unit.

We make the following assumptions:
1. Bi-directional WCs. Every WC can carry optical signals travelling in

both directions at the same time;
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2. The same bandwidth of all WCs. Every WC has the same bandwidth,
denoted as C;

3. Single fibre on a link. There is only one fibre connecting a pair of
neighbour nodes;

4. The same number of WCs in all fibres. Every fibre has the same
number of WCs, denoted as W ;

5. Tunable transmitters and receivers. Transmitters and receivers can be
tuned to any WC;

6. Unlimited electrical grooming capacity. If a node is equipped with a
traffic grooming fabric, its capacity is unlimited;

7. Non-blocking electrical grooming. An input electrical signal can be
groomed and switched to any output port of a traffic grooming fabric,
regardless of the usage of other input and output ports;

8. Non-blocking wavelength switching. An input lightpath can be
switched to any output port, regardless of the usage of other input
and output ports;

9. No wavelength conversion;
10. Uni-directional traffic demands. A traffic demand is uni-directional

from its source to destination;
11. Asymmetric traffic pattern. The traffic demand from a given node to

another is not necessarily identical for the reverse direction;
12. Non-bifurcation traffic. A traffic demand must be handled as its en-

tirety, and cannot be split.

2.2 Formulation

We formulate the objective function as max (f), where

f =
∑

(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

γpqzPpqzGpqz −
∑

(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

Epqz −
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

Dsdn

(1)

The grooming objective is composed of three parts: the revenue generated
by accepted traffic flows, the traffic grooming cost, and the lightpath cost.
We adopt a virtual unit for cost, revenue and profit, which is proportional to
the dollar unit. The expected revenue for each traffic flow is given. In this
paper, as an example, we assume the expected revenue being the bandwidth
requirement of a traffic flow. However, our model and solution method can
investigate various revenue functions, as long as the revenue is deterministic.

The traffic grooming cost Epqz is modelled as the total cost of the electrical
domain grooming cost for χpqz before χpqz is carried by a lightpath.

Epqz =
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

υpqz
sdnVpqz, for all traffic flows χpqz (2)

We model the lightpath cost as the sum of the transmitter cost, the
receiver cost, and the total cost of all the WCs that the lightpath uses.
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Dsdn = αsdn (ts + rd) +
∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

δsdn
ijc dijc, for all lightpaths ssdn (3)

The constraints are:
a ) Lightpath bandwidth constraint.

∑
(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

υpqz
sdnGpqz ≤ Cαsdn, for all lightpaths ssdn (4)

C is a constant, measured in the units of multiples of the equivalent
bandwidth of an STS-1 channel.

b ) Traffic flow continuity constraint.

∑
d

∑
0<n≤Nsd

υpqz
sdn −

∑
d

∑
0<n≤Nds

υpqz
dsn =





γpqz if s = p
−γpqz if s = q

0 otherwise
,

for all traffic flows χpqz (5)

c ) Wavelength continuity constraint.
∑
i

δsdn
ikc =

∑
j

δsdn
kjc , if k 6= s or d, for all lightpaths ssdn, all wavelengths c (6)

∑
i

δsdn
isc = 0, for all lightpaths ssdn, all wavelengths c (7)

∑
j

δsdn
djc = 0, for all lightpaths ssdn, all wavelengths c (8)

∑
j

∑
0<c≤nsj

δsdn
sjc = αsdn, for all lightpaths ssdn (9)

∑
i

∑
0<c≤nid

δsdn
idc = αsdn, for all lightpaths ssdn (10)

d ) WC exclusive usage constraint.
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

δsdn
ijc ≤ 1, for all WCs wijc (11)

e ) Transmitter quantity constraint.
∑
d

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn ≤ Ts, for all source nodes s (12)

f ) Receiver quantity constraint.
∑
s

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn ≤ Rd, for all destination nodes d (13)

Using the above notations, the design variables in our model are:

• Traffic flow admission status γ;
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• Traffic flow routing scheme υ;

• Lightpath setup status α;

• Lightpath RWA scheme δ.

The objective function max
γ,υ,α,δ

[f (γ, υ, α, δ)] is to maximize a weighted sum-

mation of all design variables. All the design variables are integers of value
either 1 or 0. Unlike the previous problems, .e.g., [14, 20], we reflect the
absence of wavelength converters through constraints (6)-(10).

3 Optimization Method and Analysis of Traf-
fic Grooming

By relaxing selected constraints, and transforming the relaxed constraints
into soft “price” terms, we derive a Lagrangian function [18], in which La-
grange multipliers (soft “prices”) are used to reflect the relaxed hard con-
straints. By relaxing the lightpath bandwidth constraint (i.e., the constraint
(4)), we can transform it into a soft “price” term

∑

(s,d)

∑

0<n≤Nsd

θsdn


∑

(p,q)

∑

0<z≤Zpq

υpqz
sdnGpqz − Cαsdn


.

Likewise other constraints (11) and (12) are converted into soft term from
which we can derive a Lagrangian function, as will be shown in the next
section. They are then solved in the subsequent section 3.2 and 3.3.

Our method can solve the optimization problem for practical scale net-
works. CPLEX is able to obtain the optimal solution of this problem for very
small networks, but cannot solve this problem for practical networks. Ex-
isting heuristic algorithms cannot obtain a quantitative performance bound.
Thus, the performance of heuristics is never checked for any practical net-
work. Our method obtains a performance bound for the grooming optimiza-
tion problem for practical scale networks. It should be noted that our algo-
rithm does not favour any particular traffic pattern or network topological
property. Therefore, our algorithm’s performance hardly depends on these
factors.

In the following, we shall illustrate how to map the grooming problem
into the LRSM framework.

3.1 Decomposition of the grooming optimization prob-
lem

We relax selected constraints to derive a Lagrangian function, and decompose
the grooming optimization problem into sub-problems. The constraints that
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we choose to relax are the lightpath bandwidth constraint (4), the WC exclu-
sive usage constraint (11), and the transmitter quantity constraint (12). Cor-
responding to each constraint, a Lagrange multiplier is introduced and a term
is added into the Lagrangian function. The Lagrange multipliers are denoted
as θsdn, ξijc and ηs for constraints (4), (11) and (12), respectively. We propose
a novel decomposition that removes the dependence between sub-problems
in the Lagrangian function and constraints. The relaxation of the selected
constraints leads to the following Lagrangian function L (γ, υ, α, δ, ξ, η, θ):

L (γ, υ, α, δ, ξ, η, θ) =∑
(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

γpqzPpqzGpqz −
∑

(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

Epqz −
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

Dsdn+

∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

θsdn

[
∑

(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

υpqz
sdnGpqz − Cαsdn

]
+

∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

ξijc

[
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

δsdn
ijc − 1

]
+

∑
s

ηs

[
∑
d

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn − Ts

]

(14)

We define the dual function q (ζ, η, θ) as the supremum of the Lagrangian
function (14). The design variables of the dual problem are the Lagrange
multipliers θ, ξ and η.

min
ξ,η,θ≤0

(q) ≥ max
γ,υ,α,δ

L (γ, υ, α, δ, ξ, η, θ) (15)

After manipulation and re-grouping of the Lagrangian function, the max-
imization of the Lagrangian function is transformed to:

∑
(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

max
αsdn

{
αsdn

[
Hsdn −min

δ
(Qsdn)

]}
+

∑
(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

max
γpqz

{
γpqz

[
PpqzGpqz −min

υ
(Rpqz)

]}
−

∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

ξijc −
∑
s

ηsTs (16)

where

Hsdn = −Cθsdn + ηs − ts − rd (17)
Qsdn =

∑
(i,j)

∑
0<c≤nij

δsdn
ijc (dijc − ξijc) (18)

Rpqz =
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

υpqz
sdn (Vpqz − θsdnGpqz) (19)

Since the re-grouped Lagrangian function is decomposable, the maximization
of the Lagrangian function can be decomposed into sub-problems. The first
group of (16) represents the design of the lightpath setup status α, and the
lightpath RWA scheme δ. We call it the RWA sub-problem. The second group
of (16) represents the design of the traffic flow admission statusγ, and the
traffic flow routing schemeυ. We call it the traffic flow routing sub-problem.
The last two groups of (16) are independent of any design variables.
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3.2 Solving the sub-problems

The RWA sub-problem is described as:

max
αsdn

{
αsdn

[
Hsdn −min

δ
(Qsdn)

]}
, for all lightpaths ssdn, (20)

subject to the lightpath flow continuity constraints (6)-(10), and the receiver
quantity constraint (13).

We develop a method to solve the RWA sub-problem. By assuming a
virtual cost of wijc as (dijc − ξijc), the meaning of Qsdn can be understood
as the total virtual cost of WCs that the lightpath ssdn travels through.
Because the WC exclusive usage constraint (11), and the transmitter quantity
constraint (12) are relaxed, we are able to sequentially solve the RWA sub-
problem for each lightpath, as opposed to considering all lightpaths together.
The receiver quantity constraint (13) is ignored first and then we enforce the
constraint by using the following policy. For each destination node d, the
obtained lightpaths are sorted in the ascending order of their minimal dual
cost. Lightpath ssdn is only accepted, if its minimal dual cost is less than
Hsdn, and a spare receiver is available at the destination node d. Otherwise,
this lightpath should be rejected.

The traffic flow routing sub-problem is:

max
γpqz

{
γpqz

[
PpqzGpqz −min

υ
(Rpqz)

]}
, for all traffic flows χpqz, (21)

subject to the traffic flow continuity constraint (5).
This sub-problem requires the selection of traffic flows based on their prof-

itability. We evaluate the profitability of a traffic flow based on the resources
that the traffic flow requires in both the electrical and optical domains. By
assuming a virtual cost of lightpath ssdn as (Vpqz − θsdnGpqz), the meaning of
Rpqz can be understood as the total virtual cost of lightpaths that the traffic
flow χpqz travels through. We obtain the minimal dual cost by sequentially
using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for each traffic flow. The minimal
dual cost of χpqz is compared to the revenue PpqzGpqz that χpqz generates if
it is accepted. A routing scheme υ is obtained for each accepted traffic flow.

3.3 Solving the dual problem

We use a subgradient-based method to coordinate the solutions of the sub-
problems. The sub-problems are linked together by the Lagrange multipliers,
which are updated in iterations. We update (ξ, η, θ) in iterations towards the
direction of its subgradient.

(ξ, η, θ)(h+1) = (ξ, η, θ)(h) + β(h)g
(
(ξ, η, θ)(h)

)
(22)

The subgradient of q in Eq. (15) is denoted as(g (ξ) , g (η) , g (θ)). We
have the subgradient components:
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g (θsdn) =
∑

(p,q)

∑
0<z≤Zpq

υpqz
sdnGpqz − Cαsdn, for all lightpaths ssdn (23)

g (ξijc) =
∑

(s,d)

∑
0<n≤Nsd

δsdn
ijc − 1, for all WCs wijc (24)

g (ηs) =
∑
d

∑
0<n≤Nsd

αsdn − Ts, for all source nodes s (25)

The step size for the iterative updates is computed as

β(h) = µ× qU−q(h)

gT ((ξ,η,θ)(h))g((ξ,η,θ)(h)) (26)

We set an initial estimation of qU to the value of the objective function
f for a feasible solution. The range of the parameter µ is 0 < µ < 2,
which is adjusted adaptively as the algorithm converges. Specifically, if the
value of q(h) remains unchanged in 3 consecutive iterations, the value of µ is
decreased by a factor p < 1, and if the value of q(h) increases in 5 consecutive
iterations, the value of µ is increased by a factor 1/p. From our simulation,
fast convergence is achieved when p = 0.95.

4 Performance Evaluation

We first provide an analysis on the computational complexity of our grooming
optimization in order for readers to appreciate its efficiency. Then further
capabilities are illustrated by an example.

4.1 Computational complexity

he computational complexities to solve the traffic flow routing and RWA sub-
problems are O

(
A (N + W ) N2W

)
and O

(
ZA2N2

)
, respectively. Thus the

computation complexity to solve the dual problem is O
(
A (N + W ) N2W

)
+

O
(
ZA2N2

)
. The dual problem needs to be solved for many iterations in the

overall framework. The good convergence of the subgradient-based iterations
keeps the computational complexity of the overall optimization approach at
an acceptable level. Our simulation on practical scale networks demonstrates
the efficiency of the approach.

4.2 An example

We study the impact of cost parameters to the profit for a hypothetic net-
work of 13 nodes and 19 links, whose topology is shown in Figure 1. We
evaluate our algorithm for an arbitrary traffic pattern. We assume that C is
48 bandwidth unit. The randomly generated traffic pattern is shown in Ta-
bles 1-3. We fix other cost parameters and investigate the impact of a single
cost parameter. Between each node pair, there are traffic flows with three
different bandwidths. Our algorithm accepts or rejects traffic flows between
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Figure 1: 13-node sample network topology.

Table 1: Traffic flows of 1 bandwidth units
0 5 4 12 6 2 5 0 1 0 3 1 0
0 0 1 1 1 9 2 2 2 1 4 0 2
4 1 0 4 0 2 1 4 11 4 2 1 1
4 2 8 0 11 2 1 4 1 1 2 1 2
2 4 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 4 0 2 2
2 1 2 4 1 0 2 4 4 9 0 5 10
1 1 4 2 10 4 0 0 4 2 1 0 4
4 10 1 4 6 3 2 0 0 4 1 0 4
4 0 12 4 4 4 2 0 0 1 2 7 9
0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0
3 0 0 10 0 4 0 5 0 4 0 4 6
1 4 2 2 4 1 2 1 10 1 1 0 2
2 0 11 1 0 2 1 0 9 0 1 2 0

Table 2: Traffic flows of 3 bandwidth units
0 2 1 2 4 2 0 1 1 0 4 1 0
4 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 4 0 2
2 1 0 2 0 1 1 4 2 1 4 6 7
7 2 0 0 2 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
2 1 8 1 0 2 0 1 0 7 0 6 1
5 3 2 2 1 0 2 2 4 3 0 2 2
1 5 8 6 2 1 0 0 4 2 1 0 0
1 4 1 2 4 3 5 0 0 2 1 0 8
2 0 5 5 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 4 2
0 0 7 2 1 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 0
2 3 8 4 0 0 4 4 0 2 0 2 2
1 4 1 5 7 8 6 1 1 1 1 0 2
0 0 2 1 1 4 3 0 2 0 4 5 0
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Table 3: Traffic flows of 12 bandwidth units
0 1 4 5 4 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 4
3 0 3 2 3 5 1 4 5 3 5 5 2
0 2 0 0 0 1 5 0 4 5 1 2 0
2 2 0 0 5 2 2 0 1 3 3 5 2
5 0 0 1 0 5 4 1 3 1 4 3 0
2 5 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 2 4
2 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 5 2 1 1
0 5 2 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 3
0 3 2 1 5 4 2 3 0 1 2 4 3
4 2 0 2 2 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 0
2 5 5 0 3 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 2
2 0 1 1 4 2 0 5 5 5 1 0 5
0 4 1 5 3 2 1 0 1 2 2 2 0

the same node pair independently based on the grooming objective. The
accepted traffic flows are allowed to use different traffic routing schemes.

A heuristic algorithm is developed to construct a feasible solution for the
primal problem. Because some constraints for the primal problem are relaxed
and transformed into the price terms in the dual problem, the solution to the
dual problem is generally infeasible, i.e., some constraints are violated. Our
heuristic algorithm repeatedly detours the least profitable traffic flows and
the traffic flows on the least profitable lightpaths to other existing lightpaths,
until all conflicts are resolved.

We study the impact of the WC cost. With an increase of the WC cost,
the total number of the established lightpaths decreases (shown in Figure
2). When the WC cost increases from 0 to 9, the total number of the estab-
lished lightpaths decrease by (110-76)/110=31%. The reason is that more
lightpaths become non-profitable as the WC cost increases. The remaining
profitable traffic flows tend to be packed into a lesser number of lightpaths.
An increase of the WC cost dramatically reduces the lightpaths that use
multiple fibre hops. In Figure 3, we show that the percentage of 3-fibre hop
lightpaths reduces from 30% to 16%, as the WC cost increases from 0 to 9.
More lightpaths of single fibre hop are established when the WC cost is high.
The lightpaths of single fibre hop increase from 24% to 51%, as the WC cost
increases from 0 to 9. The final primal values and the bounds are shown
in Figure 4. The bound shows the upper limit of the profit with the given
network configuration and traffic.

We study the impact of the traffic grooming cost under the fixed optical
layer cost. The traffic grooming cost is modelled by the coefficient Vpqz. We
set Vpqz to a fraction of the bandwidth requirement Gpqz of χpqz. Figures
5-7 show the number of the accepted traffic flows with different bandwidths.
When the traffic grooming cost Vpqz increases from 0 to 0.6Gpqz, the traffic
flows with different bandwidths exhibit dramatically different behaviours: 1)
for large bandwidth (i.e., OC-12) traffic flows, the number of traffic flows
using multiple hop lightpaths decreases significantly, by (26-6)/26=77%; the
number of traffic flows using single hop lightpaths slightly decreases, by (240-
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Figure 2: Number of the established lightpaths of different fibre hops w.r.t.
the WC cost.

Figure 3: Percentage of single-hop and multiple-hop lightpaths in all estab-
lished lightpaths w.r.t. the WC cost.

219)/240=9%. It is more efficient to carry them over single hop lightpaths;
2) for medium bandwidth (i.e., OC-3) traffic flows, the number of traffic
flows using multiple hop lightpaths decreases by (80-67)/80=16%; the num-
ber of traffic flows using single hop lightpaths increases slightly, by (225-
213)/225=5%. More lightpaths should be set up so that more such traffic
flows can be carried over single hop lightpaths. However, the revenue gener-
ated by such traffic flows remains at the same level; 3) for small bandwidth
(i.e., OC-1) traffic flows, the number of traffic flows using multiple hop light-
paths increases significantly, by (136-104)/136=24%; the number of traffic
flows using single hop lightpaths increases slightly, by (279-255)/279=8.6%.
More such traffic flows are accepted by using multiple hop lightpaths (par-
ticularly two hop lightpaths). The reason is that such traffic flows use the
segregated bandwidth that cannot be used by medium and large bandwidth
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Figure 4: The final overall profit and bound w.r.t. the WC cost.

traffic flows. Since we assume that the traffic grooming cost is proportional
to the bandwidth requirement, the traffic grooming cost for small bandwidth
traffic flows is not a major cost compared to other costs such as the optical
layer cost.

Figure 5: Total number of the accepted OC-12 traffic flows (there are 334
offered OC-12 traffic flows with the traffic pattern shown in Table 3).
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Figure 6: Total number of the accepted OC-3 traffic flows (there are 344
offered OC-3 traffic flows with the traffic pattern shown in Table 2).

Figure 7: Total number of the accepted OC-1 traffic flows (there are 426
offered OC-1 traffic flows with the traffic pattern shown in Table 1).

4.3 Disccusion

We have also conducted extensive simulations of different networks (e.g., 13
nodes and 19 links; 14 nodes and 21 links; 22 nodes and 35 links). These
simulations demonstrated similar trends, although the results were not pre-
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sented. Our solution method can obtain fair results for a 13-node network
within 30 minutes of computation time, for a 14-node network within 1 hour,
and for a 22-node network within 4 hours on a PC configured with an Intel R©
2.4GHz CPU and 1GB of RAM.

5 Conclusions

In this tutorial paper, we have demonstrated the use of the LRSM to solve
the grooming optimization problem of a mesh WDM network without using
wavelength converters. The grooming optimization objective incorporates
both cost minimization and throughput maximization objectives. In contrast
to using CPLEX or heuristic algorithms to solve ILP problems, the LRSM
can solve mesh networks of practical scales, and meanwhile can obtain an
upper bound to evaluate the optimality of the feasible solution. Through
the numerical example, we made an interesting observation on the different
behaviours of various bandwidth traffic flows and their contributions to the
grooming objective, when the relative cost of electrical and optical layers
changes.
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